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MC Bear My Baby Bella
Love-Wins 2016-05-11 They
wanted an escape. They got
a baby. Tate Roman is a
walking contradiction. He's
a badass, tech savvy bear
shifter. A mohawk-wearing,
trouble-making, womanclaiming member of the
Beartooth Brotherhood MC
who lives to protect his bear
shifter MC family. He's
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

damaged, violent and
vicious, kinky and twisted,
but when he's assigned to
protect Molly Davenport,
one of his casual playmates,
everything changes. Molly
Davenport is the sassy, sexy
and fearless nurse in
training. She's tough on the
outside, tougher on the
inside, and has a spicy roleplaying bedside manner.
Tate swore to protect her,
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yet the tables can turn.
Together they create an
explosive romance. Yet the
last thing they thought they
wanted was the one thing
they both craved. Author's
Note. - MC Bear My Baby is
a full-length standalone
bear shifter romance with a
happy ever after ending and
no cliffhanger. - This is book
2 of the Beartooth
Brotherhood series, where
each book covers a different
romantic couple and can be
read in any order. Content
Warning: Intended for 18+
readers. Explicit love
scenes, coarse language,
and some fight scenes
characteristic of MC
romance.
Immortal in Death J. D.
Robb 1996-07-01 In the
third novel in the #1 New
York Times bestselling In
Death series, Lieutenant
Eve Dallas uncovers a world
where technology can
create beauty and youth,
but passion and greed can
destroy them... She was one
of the most sought after
women in the world. A top
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

model who would stop at
nothing to get what she
wanted—even another
woman’s man. And now she
was dead, the victim of a
brutal murder. Police
Lieutenant Eve Dallas put
her life on the line to take
the case when suspicion fell
on her best friend, the other
woman in the fatal love
triangle. Beneath the façade
of glamour, Eve found that
the world of high fashion
thrived on an all-consuming
obsession for youth and
fame. One that led from the
runway to the dark
underworld of New York
City where drugs could be
found to fulfill any
desire—for a price…
HERO Bella Love-Wins
2014-11-05 He owned me
the second he laid eyes on
me... Kate Samuel thought
she had left it all behind.
The life of a billionaire's
daughter, and her incessant
search for her alpha hero
type. When she saved a
neighbor's young son during
a fire at her new row house
home in lower Manhattan,
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everything changed. And
firefighter Lieutenant Matt
Lewis made it all the more
confusing. Yeah…he was
hotter than any man she
imagined being with, but
could he be just like the rest
of the hero heart-breakers?
HERO is Book 1 of the
Billionaire Salvation series.
Note: This is the first of a 4part serial romance.
Earth Bound Christine
Feehan 2015-07-07 #1 New
York Times bestselling
author Christine Feehan
returns to the mysterious
coastal town of Sea Haven
where a woman is stalked
by her inescapable past in
the fourth novel in the
Sisters of the Heart series.
On the shores of Sea Haven,
six women touched by great
loss have come together in a
sisterhood strengthened by
the elements—a bond each
will need as new love and
danger enter their lives...
After escaping from a cult,
Lexi found refuge with her
sisters on the farm that
more than sustained her
body—it nurtured her soul
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

as well. But she never
forgot the terror she left
behind or the always
present fear that the cult
would find her again, and
claim her. Then her
nightmare came true. Lexi
was discovered and
threatened—only to be
suddenly saved by a
stranger. He is Gavriil
Prakenskii, and he’s
awestruck by the woman
he’s rescued. She is
destined for him. He can
feel it in his soul. But how
can Lexi find happiness with
a man steeped in secrets
and shadows, one intimately
acquainted with violence,
and whose very love could
be the death of them?
The Billionaire Beast
Jackie Ashenden 2017-03-07
An intensely sexy Billionaire
Fairy Tales standalone
novel by Jackie Ashenden
that is billionaire romance
meets Beauty and the Beast
with a happily ever after.
Nero de Santis: Damaged.
Bastard. Beast. Nero hasn’t
left his house in ten years.
He demands the world come
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to him, and the world is only
too happy to bend to the
strong-willed billionaire. His
last handful of assistants
have left his house in tears,
but the prim redhead
applying for the job now
looks up to the task. The
fiery passion he senses
beneath his reserved
assistant’s exterior makes
him want to break down the
barriers he lives behind,
and unleash the beast
within. Phoebe Taylor:
Uptight. Misunderstood.
Engaged. Phoebe needs the
obscene amount of money
that comes with being
Nero’s personal assistant
for one thing, and one thing
only—to pay for the
mounting hospital costs that
her fiancee’s two-year coma
continues to incur. She’s
heard rumors that the de
Santis beast is a force that
cannot be tamed—but even
she isn’t prepared to handle
the smoldering intensity
simmering beneath his hard
shell of feral dominance.
And yet he is the one person
to look into her eyes and
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

see her soul. Nero can’t
help but stake his claim on
this woman who has shaken
up his life. He wants to keep
her. He wants to devour
her. And Phoebe just might
let him. Jackie Ashenden’s
novels have been described
as “Dark, explosive, and
gritty, with a splash of
dominance.” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review on
In Bed with the Billionaire)
and The Billionaire Beast is
the ultimate combination of
those unforgettable
qualities. Don’t miss the
sexy Cinderella retelling:
The Billionaire’s Virgin.
Beauty and her
Billionaire Beast Bella
Love-Wins 2018-04-02
Breaking in His Virgin
Jenika Snow 2018-03-09
Nothing would stop him
from claiming her. Rowan
She's been my best friend
for more years than I can
count. But my friendly
affection for her has turned
into something so much
more. I am in love with
Marie but too afraid to tell
her. No other woman
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compares to her. She's
smart and hardworking,
sweet and sexy, innocent
yet made for temptation.
And it's because of that,
because I want her so damn
much, that I've stayed
celibate, hoping one day
Marie will be mine. But it's
the threat someone making
her another notch in his
bedpost that drives me into
action. I should have made
Marie mine long ago, but
there's no time like the
present. It's time I show her
that nothing will stop me
from claiming her. Warning:
Hang onto those cowboy
hats because you're in for a
sweet, dirty safe read! This
celibate hero only has eyes
for one woman, and he
intends to make her his in
every way! Cover design by:
RBA Designs/Letitia Hasser
Beast A. Zavarelli
2017-05-18 Once upon a
time, I believed in fairytales.
But then he took me. And he
taught me that life isn't a
fairytale. He is scarred.
Broken. A dark and wild
thing. His beauty is violent
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

and his words are cruel. His
heart is a shadowed
landscape where nothing
can grow. He tells me he
could never care for me,
and he proves it every day.
He's destroyed my life.
Tortured me. And worse...
He's trained me to beg for
his affection. This prison is
a place where sunlight
doesn't reach. He taught me
that hate is born in
darkness. And then he
taught me that sometimes
love is too.
Not So Prince Charming
Lauren Landish 2019-04-07
Dangerous. Intense. Utterly
obsessed.And so off limits
I'm in trouble. One kiss with
Mr. Tall, Dark, and Scary
broke the trance.I was
sleepwalking through life
until the day he stormed in.
Gabriel Jackson.With his
boy next door charm and
dimpled grin, he jolts me
wide awake.He makes me
crave the dark heat he
promises.To frolic in the
lust behind his eyes. But life
isn't a fairy tale, and things
aren't always as they
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seem.This Prince is the devil
in disguise. A wolf in
sheep's clothing.And I just
found out I'm the lamb. His
ulterior motives, his secrets,
scream run.But every fiery
night whispers stay. Can a
fallen angel become my
guardian?Can forever exist
with a man like Gabriel? My
monster, my protector, my
Not-So Prince Charming.
His Christmas Package
Bella Love-Wins 2019-12-21
A Bad Boy Sports Holiday
Romance from WSJ and
USA Today bestselling
Author, Bella Love-Wins.
Carver Johnson I may be a
southern college football
star in my sophomore year,
but I stand in no one's
shadow. As a tight end, I
rise to the occasion just like
the best of them...and then
some. I have a reputation
with the hot little college
chicks, and my package
does too. There's just one
problem. Holly Snow. She's
the rebellious firecracker of
a wildcat, living it up in her
senior year, and now she's
fixing to find out firsthand if
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

all the rumors are true. Oh,
and she's the daughter of
my head coach. Holly shows
up at a party a few days
before thanksgiving, and
one thing leads to another.
Next thing I know, we're
way too close. I know better
than to look in her
direction. I don't even like
the holidays. Dating her is
as dangerous as it gets for
me, on and off the football
field. But hell, I live for
danger. Holly Snow I'm wild
and mouthy, but I have my
head in the game. I worked
hard, put in my time, and
waited until senior year of
college to let loose. My
future is set. At least I
thought so until I got dirty
with Carver Johnson, the
arrogant jock with the filthy
mouth. His touch alone
ignites my skin and leaves
me breathless...never mind
that the rumors are not just
true, they're understated.
Daddy still thinks I'm a good
girl. Boy, is he wrong. It's
going to take a holiday
miracle to keep a
scandalous secret under
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wraps. *Author's notes. His Christmas Package is a
full-length, standalone
holiday story with a HEA
ending and no cliffhanger.
This story is light on football
and heavy on steamy
romance. - Lance Jones
Tattoo Model, image
photography by SC-Photo
(Shelton Cole) Search
Terms: Christmas, Holidays,
Christmas romance,
Christmas Sports Romance,
Holiday Romance, Sports
Romance, Billionaire,
billionaire romance, young
adult romance, romantic
suspense, good girl, bad boy
romance, contemporary
romance, three way,
hostage, dark, dark
romance, mafia, betrayal,
organized crime, military,
military thriller, thriller,
suspense, billionaire
suspense, rich ceo, kidnap,
alpha male, action
adventure, bbw, curvy,
fantasy, menage love
triangle, secret baby,
pregnancy, bad boy
military, second chance
romance, marriage,
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

threesome. Topics:
Christmas, Holidays,
Christmas romance,
Christmas Sports Romance,
Holiday Romance, Sports
Romance, Billionaire,
billionaire romance, sex,
love scenes, young adult
romance, romantic
suspense, good girl, bad boy
romance, contemporary
romance, three way,
hostage, dark, dark
romance, mafia, betrayal,
organized crime, military,
military thriller, thriller,
suspense, billionaire
suspense, rich ceo, kidnap,
alpha male, action
adventure, bbw, curvy,
fantasy, menage love
triangle, secret baby,
pregnancy, bad boy
military, second chance
romance, marriage,
threesome.
Hemy Victoria Ashley
2014-09-22 Henry Knox has
hurt the one person that
meant something to him,
the only person he has
loved. He became involved
with drugs, alcohol and the
wild life. But what he really
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wants is real love and the
high that comes along with
it.
Hate Crush A. Zavarelli
2019-11-27 They call him
the devil. When I crashlanded into him on my first
day at Loyola Academy, I
was sure that couldn't be
true. He was the most
gorgeous man I'd ever seen
in real life. Little did I know
he was also the cruelest. I
went from starstruck to
stunned the moment his
cynical eyes cut through
me. I can't tell you what it
was that made him want to
punish me. But from that
day forward the brooding
recluse of a man made it his
goal to torment me. I want
to loathe him, and some
days, I do. But good or bad,
nobody's attention has ever
tasted so sweet. What do
you do when you have a
hate crush on your bully?
Worse yet, what do you do
when he's also your
teacher? Hate Crush is a
full length standalone age
gap bully romance with a
complete ending.
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

Searching for Perfect
Jennifer Probst 2014-04-29
The highly anticipated
second novel in the new
Searching For series from
Jennifer Probst, "one of the
most exciting breakout
novelists" (USA TODAY)—a
spin-off of the bestselling
Marriage to a Billionaire
series—featuring a sexy
matchmaker, and the rocket
scientist who becomes her
special project… The upand-coming matchmaking
agency Kinnections is the
hottest thing to hit Verily,
New York—just like
Kennedy Ashe, social
director for the service she
owns with her two best
girlfriends. A coach,
consultant, and cheerleader
rolled into one supersizzling package, Kennedy
creates dream dates,
encourages singles to shine,
and never refuses a
challenge—not even Nate
Ellison Raymond Dunkle,
rocket scientist, nerd
extraordinaire, and
Kennedy’s newest client.
Kennedy vows to work her
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magic and transform this
hot mess in a lab coat with a
disastrous relationship
track record into the most
wanted man on the Verily
dating scene. If only she
could turn the wand on
herself…though she
radiates confidence and sex
appeal, Kennedy harbors
deep-seated insecurities
from a tormented past and
lifelong struggle with
weight issues. When she
realizes she and Nate are
cut from the same cloth and
might be perfect together,
can Kennedy learn to let her
heart lead the way? Or will
her fears sentence her to
the sidelines as Nate finds
love—with someone else?
Fall (A Mafia Crime Family
Romance) Bella Love-Wins
From Wall Street Journal
and USA Today bestselling
author Bella Love-Wins
comes an emotionally dark
mafia crime family romance
serial. My name is Antonio
DeLucci. They call me The
Trigger. I’m the most
trusted made man in the
Romano crime family. I’m at
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

the peak of my career with
the mob, and in their good
graces, but I’m not their
blood. All this time, I
thought there was an upside
to that fact. It meant one
day, I could have her.
Natalia. The boss’s only
daughter and sole heir of
the Romano empire. I
protected her since she was
a kid. I craved her since the
day she turned eighteen and
snuck into my apartment to
tell me she wanted to be
mine and mine alone. But
she is forbidden. Off limits. I
wouldn’t dare give in to
temptation. Until now. And
when her father finds out
what I’m now doing in
secret with his sweet virgin
daughter, there’ll be hell to
pay. Loyalty is everything to
him, and I’ve betrayed him
in the worst possible way,
with the person that
matters most to him. Any
day now, it’ll all come back
to haunt me. Except right
now, I don’t care. She’s
mine, and I’ll move heaven
and earth to keep her. No
matter the cost. No matter
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how far I fall. Even if it kills
me. Author's Note: Fall is
book one of the Saints of
Sin Series. This is a fulllength serial romance that
ends in a cliffhanger. Cover
design by Book Cover by
Design (Kellie Dennis).
The Sins of Saint Bella J
2020-08-05 MilaSecret.
Captive. Wife.I had my role
to play in this war. He made
that clear from the start. No
matter what happened
between us, his hunger for
revenge kept raging. Not
even an act of God could
change that. But his walls
are crumbling, his defenses
crippled. He says I'm his
weakness, the pawn that
will force him into
checkmate. He says I
changed everything, and
now he wants to bargain
with my freedom.Problem
is...I no longer want it.
SaintLiar. Devil. Husband.It
started out with a wellthought-out plan-an orphan
heir, a wife, and a
bulletproof plot for revenge.
Everything was lined up
perfectly, and all I had to do
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

was knock down one more
wall then sit back and
witness my father's entire
empire fall. But fate
intervened and took my
finger off the trigger. Now
I'm able to see more than
just the sharp, bloody edges
of vengeance. I see her. The
woman who changed
everything. My wife.She ran
from me once, and I found
her. A mistake I won't make
again.
Somebody's Lover Jasmine
Haynes 2007-06-01 A trio of
erotic tales introduces three
remarkable brothers and
the women who love them,
in a collection that includes
"Somebody's Lover,"
"Somebody's Ex," and
"Somebody's Wife," in which
a couple, in order to save
their marriage, turns up the
heat in the bedroom.
Reprint.
Go Deep Bella Love-Wins
2017-08-09
Her Dirty Mechanic Bella
Love-Wins The sultry, sassy
client needs more than her
car serviced. Diesel My
world was dark and empty,
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and my heart had turned
cold... until that spicy young
woman showed up. She
stepped into my garage bay
like she owned the place.
And now, I won't let her
leave until she gets a little
dirty. Author's Notes - Her
Dirty Mechanic is a brand
new, never before seen
standalone romance short
story with no Cliffhanger,
no cheating, and a happy
for now ending. - The InstaLove on the Run series
includes quick and sinfully
steamy contemporary
romance standalones you
can devour on the run! Each
book is a short burst of
explosive romance that'll
consume you for up to two
hours. Find your dose of
love from the very first
page.
Acts of Salvation Eleanor
Aldrick 2020-09-21
Ruin Me Bella Love-Wins
2018-03-04
Cengage Advantage Books:
Introduction to Sociology
Henry L. Tischler
2013-02-01 Packed with
current examples you can
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

easily relate to, Tischler’s
INTRODUCTION TO
SOCIOLOGY, 11E delivers
comprehensive, up-to-date
coverage in a succinct and
affordable format. The
author begins by equipping
you with tools for success,
including tips for how to
read, study, and take tests
more effectively. A built-in
study guide and practice
tests ensure thorough
understanding. The text
threads two basic ideas
throughout: sociology is a
rigorous, scientific
discipline, and basic
knowledge of sociology is
essential for understanding
social interaction in many
work and social settings.
With its streamlined 16
chapters, INTRODUCTION
TO SOCIOLOGY, 11E
delivers cutting-edge
coverage that is concise yet
thorough--and makes
sociology completely
accessible. Available with
InfoTrac Student
Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotr
ac. Important Notice: Media
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content referenced within
the product description or
the product text may not be
available in the ebook
version.
Kitty Cat May Sage
2017-04-19 Aisling has
every reason in the world to
like her life as it is: away
from the shifter community.
Tucked in her little corner
of the world, she sees no
reason to gets involved in
the drama of the ever
warring packs, until trouble
knocks at her door. Trouble
wrapped in a delicious
package her cat wants to
claw. Raygan didn't know
what he expected when he
moved his pride to the
loner's territory; maybe
having to deal with a
criminal, or someone in
hiding. Instead, he found a
fiercely protective, insanely
attractive lunatic with
secrets he wants to unravel.
A lunatic who might very
well be his fated mate.
Trust Fund Skye Warren
2018-05-24 My story starts
with a plunge into the cold
water of Manhattan's
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

harbor. A strong hand hauls
me back onto the deck of
the luxury yacht. He was
supposed to be my enemy...
Christopher protects me
with fierce determination.
My story begins with a fall
but it doesn't end there.
Because my fortune is about
to change. From a New
York Times bestselling
author comes a new world
where the battle for love
and money brings down the
greatest men.
Under Pressure Laurie
Roma 2012-10 [Siren
Classic: Erotic Romantic
Suspense, HEA] Jason
MacBain is the perfect
agent. Tall, dark, and
deadly, he is a man who
lives by simple rules-kill the
bad guys and protect the
world. Closed off from his
emotions, Jason has never
believed in love and doesn't
need anyone. But all that
changes the night he meets
Bella Moretti... Isabella
Moretti is a famous chef
struggling to reclaim her
life after she survives a
vicious attack. Moving back
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to Chicago to recover and
be closer to her family,
Bella meets Jason and is
frightened by the passion he
stirs inside her. But now
that Jason has found Bella,
he is determined to claim
her as his. And when her
stalker reappears, Jason is
under pressure to gain her
trust, find a way to keep her
safe, and do whatever it
takes to end the threat to
her for good. Bella is forced
to trust Jason with her
safety, but does she dare
trust him with her heart? **
A Siren Erotic Romance
The Rise of Saint Bella J
2020-02-24 Mila Killer.
Monster. Thief. That's what
he is. The one who stole me.
The man who ripped me
from a life I thought was
mine. There was no
negotiating. No choice to be
made. And no. Way. Out.He
says my whole life has been
a lie. I believe him.He says
he's addicted to my tears. I
believe him.He says once I
give him what he wants,
he'll let me go...I don't
believe him. Saint Orphan.
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

Fighter. Secret.That's what
she is. The woman I took.
The woman they tried to
hide from me but failed.
Now she's exactly where
she's meant to be. At my
side. And at my mercy.The
blood that runs through her
veins makes me her king.
But to me she's nothing but
a means to an end. A way
for me to feed my
vengeance.Once she gives
me what I want I'll let her
go back to her miserable,
mundane life. But for now,
she's mine to play
with...until she breaks.
Filthy Daddy Bella LoveWins 2018-01-23 FROM
FILTHY BIKER
TO...PROTECTIVE DADDY?
Tate I was nothing and had
no one. Trouble with a
capital T until the Satan's
Saints MC found me. They
picked me up from the
gutter and gave me
purpose. Showed me I could
put my top three talents to
good use. My ABCs.
Automatic weapons.
Breaking bones. Cracking
computer code. Years later,
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we leave the underground
life behind. We may have
stopped skirting the law,
but trouble still has a way of
finding us. Then the woman
I've been messing with
becomes a target. On the
surface, she's a good girl. A
law-abiding nursing student
with a promising future
ahead of her. Beneath that
outer layer, she's sassy and
smart-mouthed, a kinky sex
kitten I can't get enough of.
But one sharp tug on the
fabric of her past and
everything unravels. I keep
denying she means
something to me... until the
inevitable happens. I find
out she's carrying my baby.
The only piece of me that's
good. Now, nothing and no
one will stop me from
holding on to what's mine.
Author's Note: Filthy Daddy
is a full-length (54,000
words) standalone MC
Romance with no
cliffhanger and a
guaranteed happy ever after
ending. Trigger content
warning: This story contains
sensitive scenes and topics
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

that may be disturbing to
some readers.
The Billionaire and the
Bad Girl Bella Love-Wins
2018-08-28
The Devil's Dictionary
Ambrose Bierce 1911 Bierce
exploits the comic potential
of the dictionary format to
mock the doublespeak
prominent in post-Civil War
politics. Using short, pithy
entries on a variety of
subjects, this "reference
book" inverts the meaning
of words, skewers popular
hypocrisy and showcases
Bierce's dark humor. Many
of these entries began as
newspaper columns Bierce
wrote in the 1870s. One
hundred years later, it is
clear that the America he
lampoons is not that
different from our own.
Stealing Beauty Julia
Sykes 2019-01-15 A dark
romance from USA Today
bestselling author Julia
Sykes Valentina hates me.
That doesn't stop me from
kidnapping her, stealing her
away for myself. She was
brought into my home when
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we were teenagers, her
virgin body sold to my
father to pay a debt. She
became the only light in my
dark criminal underworld,
and I couldn't help loving
her. Now, ten years have
separated us, and I've
established my reputation
as the most notorious,
sadistic drug lord on the
west coast. I don't care if
she's grown to hate me. I'm
finally powerful enough to
claim Valentina for myself,
and no one can stop me. A
decade hasn't dulled my
obsessive need for her. I'll
kill anyone who tries to take
her from me. Valentina was
always meant to be mine.
Nothing will stop me from
possessing her, body and
soul. Keywords: dark
romance, capture fantasy,
antihero, kidnapping,
romantic suspense,
standalone
The Billionaire's Salvation
Jan S. Scott 2013-09
Billionaire Max Hamilton
thought he was finally
starting to find
contentment, more than two
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

years after losing his wife
Mia in a tragic drowning
accident. He'd been
reunited with a sister he
hadn't realized existed.
Finally he had family again,
a reprieve from the pain and
loneliness that had haunted
him since his devastating
loss. Yeah...he was as happy
as a man could be,
considering he had lost the
other half of his soul and
most of his heart when fate
had torn his wife away from
him. Or so he
believed...until the day he
rescued a mysterious
woman in the park, a female
who somehow had managed
to reignite a part of him that
he thought was long dead...
Suddenly, Max's protective,
dominant, possessive male
instincts flare to life, leaving
him at a loss as to how
lightning could possibly
strike twice in one lifetime.
Is he truly being given
another chance at real
happiness, or would it be
dangled in front of him, only
to be taken away once
again? Find out by reading
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The Billionaire's Salvation,
Book 3 in The New York
Times Bestselling series,
The Billionaire's Obsession.
This is a complete
contemporary erotic
romance novel with no
cliffhangers!
The Ruthless Billionaire's
Virgin Susan Stephens
2009-05-01 Handsome but
brutally scarred, elusive
billionaire Ethan Alexander
shuns the limelight. So
when his gallant rescue of
Savannah Ross forces him
into the media's glare, he's
less than thrilled.
Savannah's buxom figure
belies her
inexperience—she's not
quite sure how to handle
her fierce protector! But
when he whisks her to his
palace deep in the Tuscan
hills, she sees a glimpse of
the magnificence beneath
his flaws. This is a man with
a darkened heart in need of
salvation—and only an
innocent in his bed can
unlock it….
The Billionaire's Virgin
Jackie Ashenden 2017-01-10
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

An intensely sexy Billionaire
Fairy Tales standalone
romance by Jackie
Ashenden where a
billionaire, bad boy Prince
Charming meets the woman
who will rock his world.
Xavier De Santis: Charming.
Disgraced. Playboy. The
headlines are always
shouting about the excesses
of the so-called Prince
Charming of the De Santis
family. Problem is, Xavier is
everything they say he is.
But now he’s gone too far,
and he has has been
ordered to clean up his
image. Volunteering at a
homeless shelter, Xavier
sees a bright light amidst all
the bleakness. An angel
whose luminous face and
tragic beauty call to him in
ways he can’t explain. Mia:
Homeless. Vulnerable.
Virgin. When the shelter
Mia calls home closes, she
is left with nowhere to go.
Nowhere except the
luxurious, glorious palace of
a home where Xavier De
Santis has invited her to
stay. This too-handsome
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billionaire is dark,
dangerous...and also too
good to be true. Surely Mia
can indulge in her fantasies
and escape the hardness of
her daily life for just one
night? As one night turns
into two, Mia knows that
eventually, the magic will
end. She can't keep the
beautiful clothes. She can't
keep the soft bed. And most
of all, she can't keep the
hard, handsome man who
makes her crave his touch
with every breath she takes.
Mia doesn't belong in his
world. But as Xavier tempts
his rags-to-riches heroine
with exquisite pleasure and
heady desire, Mia may have
no choice but to surrender
to him completely. Jackie
Ashenden’s novels have
been described as “Dark,
explosive, and gritty, with a
splash of dominance.”
(Publishers Weekly, starred
review on In Bed with the
Billionaire) and The
Billionaire’s Virgin delivers
even more of that delicious
combination. *An incredibly
sexy billionaire romance
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

meets a Cinderella retelling
with an HEA. Don’t miss
The Billionaire Beast.
Tears of Salvation Michelle
Heard 2021-10-08 From
USA Today & Wall Street
Journal bestselling author
Michelle Heard comes a
new standalone, full-length
mafia romance novel.
ISABELLA I was the party
crasher. He was the Devil.
Three months ago, I
suffered a moment of
insanity and had a one-night
stand without even knowing
who the man was. It was hot
and unforgettable. I tried to
forget him, but there are
moments I swear I can still
smell his aftershave. Little
did I know he's the head of
the Bratva. Alexei Koslov.
My family's worst enemy.
There's a thin line between
love and hate, and I'm
straddling it. ALEXEI
There's an even thinner line
between the truth and a lie.
As the head of the Bratva
and the best assassin, I'm
the devil everyone fears. I
get more than I bargained
for when I come face to face
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with Isabella Terrero.
Instead of the Princess of
Terror, she might just be
the embodiment of the
goddess of mischief and
chaos. For her, I broke all
my rules. For her, I burned
down the world. A complete
standalone novel in the
Saints Series. WARNING:
18+ only. Please read
responsibly. THIS NOVEL
CONTAINS TRIGGERING
CONTENT RELATED TO
SLAVERY AND VIOLENCE.
Irresistible in Love Bella
Andre 2017-03-08 Meet the
Maverick Billionaires'sexy,
self-made men from the
wrong side of town who
survived hell together and
now have everything they
ever wanted. But when each
Maverick falls head-overheels for an incredible
woman he never saw
coming, he will soon find
that true love is the only
thing he ever really
needed...
Broken Annie Jocoby
2014-01-15 Nick O'Hara is,
for lack of a better word, a
man-wh***. Look in the
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

Urban Dictionary under that
word, and his name will no
doubt be mentioned. The
only qualifications that he
looks for in a bed-mate is
that the person is hot and
breathing. Mainly hot. He
has no desire for an
emotional connection with
another person, and that's
the way he lives his life. He
has his fabulous wealth and
his reputation as a premiere
architect, and that's enough
for him. Until Scotty James.
Scotty is a graduate student
at Columbia University in
New York City. She's
broken from traumatic
experiences from her years
in foster care and
homelessness. She has a
vulnerability that is
intoxicating to Nick,
because, deep down, he
knows that he is as broken
as she. When Nick pursues
Scotty, it seems that she is
the only woman who doesn't
want to be with him. At first
she's a challenge, but Nick
soon finds himself falling in
love for the first time in his
life. With a woman who
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wants nothing to do with
him. Can Scotty overcome
her trust issues and fear to
let Nick in? Or will she
prove to be too broken to
trust? This is a full-length,
95,000 word, New Adult
novel with mature themes.
Promises in Death J. D.
Robb 2013 Inside the
paralysed shell, she
struggled, she strained. She
looked up into the eyes of
her killer. Into the eyes of a
friend. Why? Every cop gets
angry when a police officer
is killed. And Lieutenant
Eve Dallas is no exception.
Throwing every resource
into solving Amarylis
Coltraine's brutal murder,
Eve encounters bitter
opposition from Coltraine's
fellow officers, who are
desperate to take over the
case. But when Eve receives
a strange parcel containing
Coltraine's badge and gun
together with a note
threatening the imminent
arrival of her own ID, she
knows the case has just got
personal. Then a link to
millionaire Alex Ricker, son
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

of a criminal she had put
behind bars, heats things up
even further. Ricker was
romantically involved with
Amarylis - did she leak
information to him and then
have a change of heart? Eve
must put herself in extreme
danger to get to the truth.
Virgin Jenika Snow
2016-07-08 She's the only
one he'll ever want. He is
the first boy she fell in love
with. Quinn I met Isabel
when I was ten. I fell in love
with her before I even knew
what that meant. I knew
from the moment I saw her
she was it for me. No one
else compared to her, and
I'd do anything to make her
mine. But I was afraid of
losing the friendship we
have, so I've kept my mouth
shut. But she's leaving me,
and I know I can't keep how
I feel inside any longer.
Saving myself for the girl I
love isn't a hardship, but it's
something I'm proud of.
When it comes to Isabel,
giving her my virginity, and
making her see we belong
together, is all that matters.
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Isabel Quinn is like the
other half of my soul, the
one person I can talk to
about anything. He has the
bad boy thing going on but
is also respectful as much
as he is a rebel. He is the
first and only boy I will ever
love. Being forced to move
across the country, and
leave him behind, is like
leaving a piece of myself in
the process. But telling
Quinn I am madly in love
with him could put a strain
on our friendship. I don't
know if that's something I
could handle or risk. Quinn
Nothing can keep me from
Isabel. She is it for me, and
I mean that in every
conceivable way. Nothing
can keep me from her. I
hope she's ready because
there isn't anything or
anyone that will stop me
from having her as mine.
Warning: This story is short,
dirty story filled with a
possessive virgin hero who
wants his heroine to be his
one and only. It's drama
free, and has instaeverything going on, so be
hero-billionaire-salvation-1-bella-love-wins

prepared to have an
overload of sugary virgin
goodness.
An Act of Obsession K. C.
Lynn 2021
Billionaire Daddy's Virgin
Bella Love-Wins 2017-07-10
Throb Vi Keeland
2015-01-25 From New York
Times & USA Today
Bestseller, Vi Keeland,
comes a steamy new
romance novel. The rules:
No dating. No sex outside of
the game. No disclosing the
terms of the contract. Rules
were made to be broken,
right? Eight weeks ago I
signed a contract. One that
seemed like a good idea at
the time. A handsome
bachelor, luxury
accommodations, and a
chance to win a prize my
family desperately needed.
There were some rules
though. Lots of them
actually. Follow the script,
no dating, sex, or disclosing
the terms of the deal. After
my self-imposed moratorium
on men the last year, it
wouldn’t be hard to live up
to my end of the
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bargain...so I thought. Until
I realized the deal I’d made
was with the devil...and I
was in love with his dirtytalking brother. Author's
note – Throb is a full-length
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standalone novel. Due to
strong language and sexual
content, this book is not
intended for readers under
the age of 18.
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